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the patch, however, didn't simply stop the duping - it changed how many of the items were duped. players were originally able to find dupes of items with the same socket bonuses, such as the same strength in attack or defense, and the same sockets, but this was
changed so that only items with different types of sockets (e.g. on a helmet with a damage, on a neck with a health, etc.) could be used to dupe. this is to prevent players from finding dupes, using one socket, and then selling the item or just deleting it. it is possible to
find dupes of items with the same socket bonus in the same way that it is possible to find dupes of items with the same stat bonuses, but this has become much more difficult. in addition to this change, the prices of duped items have been adjusted and there are new,
or changed, items available to be duped. for those that have tried this before, and cannot get it to work for them, try a different web browser or os. the dupe glitch is usually only possible using one specific web browser, and it is typically not possible to duplicate using

the same browser on different systems. different browsers can also cause the dupe glitch to not work. this is another movement glitch, however, this glitch is not that good, it only helps if the player is moving very fast. the best way to use this glitch is when the player is
near the edge of a level, and facing in the direction they are moving. the player can then hold the desired direction by pressing both the forward and back buttons at the same time (the direction you are holding will be highlighted). after the player holds the desired

direction, the player can jump and instantly teleport to the exact location, however, they will continue to move at the player's original speed, and they will also be able to choose the distance they teleport. this is useful if the player is moving too quickly to stop in time in
order to jump. note: both the forward and back buttons must be pressed at the same time, and not one before the other.
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the most valuable vehicles in the game are the exotic cars, which are the vehicles that are classified as "rare" on the game. these are the only vehicles that can be obtained through the dupe method. the game has an in-game website where players can gain access to
a vehicle database. through this, players can browse the list of vehicles and acquire the ones that they want. there are only two ways to obtain these: either through the dupe method (this is the "proper" method) or through the cheats. the dupe can be executed in

different ways, and not all of them are easy to execute. some of the methods are: hold down the shift key and press the up arrow key until you get into spawn. while in spawn, hold down the e key. this will place you into a glitchy area that will let you jump very high.
this method involves driving into a wall, and then driving out of it. press the right-alt key to perform a double-jump. you can also perform a double-jump by holding the space bar and pressing the w key. duping has become the most common method of item farming. the
most common items to be duped are the evil eye, the iron halberd and the aetheron bow, all three of which are widely sold via the game's auction house. the evil eye is a duped version of the evil eye from diablo, while the bow and halberd are both versions of the holy

relic from diablo. the halberd is also sold as the "hellish halberd". the halberd has no significant item level difference between the original and the duped version, and, despite the name of the item, it is one of the rarest items in the game and is only usable in hell
difficulty. it has a unique animation and sound effect for use in hell. the bow has a small attack speed increase, similar to that of the halberd, and can be used at low levels. on the other hand, it is not usable in hell difficulty, and it is not as rare as the halberd, but the

bow is the best basic weapon to use in hell difficulty (until one obtains the halberd and can use it instead). the bow is a duped version of the bow from diablo. 5ec8ef588b
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